Looking Back, Looking Forward
After One Year of Covid

In Honor of Caring Staff
In Honor and Memory of Patients
For comfort shared, for care and compassion given;
For dedication and devotion, for lives renewed;
For memories created, for love that cannot die;
Gone but never forgotten,
Each tree yet stands firm.

Reflecting in Community
Still connected, supported, rooted in the past;
Reflecting serenely in the calm now present;
Sustained by communal growth into the future;
Battered and broken but not bowed;
Reaching out and reaching up.

Finding the Path Forward
Not expected nor predicted, oft’ not even wanted;
Not when or what, only that, it will be;
Whether welcome or not, it will come.
The path will change, the challenge to meet;
With vision of purpose and strength of spirit;
Can strive and learn: Accept the Unexpected.

Spring Renews Hope
A cycle of seasons fulfilled;
Reminders of the journey remain;
A vision of community rejoined;
Slowly, gently, patiently re-create.